
      Red Cedar Elementary’s Effort Rubric  

 5 (E) 4 (G) 3 (S) 2 (N) 

Fo
cu

s 
 

Consistently engaged; follows 
directions first time 
 
Consistently works independently  
 
 
Consistently on-task (work, 
questions)  

Usually focused and engaged; follows 
directions with few reminders 
 
Usually works independently 
 
 
Usually on-task (work, questions) 

Sometimes focused and engaged; 
follows directions with some reminders 
 
Sometimes works independently  
 
 
Sometimes on-task (work, questions) 

Needs multiple reminders and 
redirection 
 
Does not work well independently  
 
 
Rarely on task 

A
cc

o
u

n
ta

b
ili

ty
 

 

Consistently completes independent 
work on time 
 
Puts forth best effort the first time 
and completes relearn/redo process 
when required and sometimes when 
not required 

Usually completes independent on 
time 
 
 
Completes relearn/redo process when 
required  

Sometimes completes independent 
work on time 
 
 
Completes the relearn/redo process, 
but with many reminders  

Rarely completes independent work 
on time 
 
 
Completes the relearn/redo process 
only with constant monitoring   

P
ar

ti
ci

p
at

io
n

 
 

Consistently asks questions of others 
and shares thinking 
 
Consistently contributes to group by 
actively participating and being 
flexible (in any role needed)  
 

Usually asks questions of others and 
shares thinking  
 
Usually contributes to group and 
partnerships by actively participating  
 
 

Sometimes asks questions of others 
and shares thinking  
 
Sometimes contributes to groups and 
partnerships by actively participating   

Rarely asks questions of others and 
shares thinking 
 
Rarely contributes to group and 
partnerships by actively participating 

In
it

ia
ti

ve
  

Consistently extends ideas and 
assignments to go above and beyond 
what’s required  
 
Perseveres through challenges with 
some help and encouragement 

Usually extends ideas and assignments 
to go above and beyond what’s 
required  
 
Perseveres through challenges with 
some help and encouragement most 
of the time 

Sometimes extends ideas and 
assignments to go above and beyond 
what’s required  
 
Attempts to persevere through 
challenges with some help and 
encouragement 

Rarely extends ideas and assignments 
to go above and beyond what’s 
required  
 
Attempts to persevere through 
challenges but gives up most of the 
time 

*A grade of “1(U)” for “unsatisfactory” is also an option and would indicate absolutely no effort in any of the three categories.  

 


